ABSTRACT

The paper proposes a COMmunication SATellite (COMSAT) compatible Synthetic Aperture RADAR (SAR), with regional coverage and continuous observations. Such a system could provide deformations and water-vapour maps over regions of hundreds of kilometers with resolutions in time-space otherwise impossible with that coverage. The basic monostatic concept is reviewed together with its multistatic evolution, capable of exploiting the present clusters of COMSATs at the same longitudinal node. Attention is brought to the most critical issues, such as atmospheric turbulence, target coherence, and clutter decorrelation.

1. GEO-SAR concepts

The exploitation of the eccentricity in a geosynchronous orbit for providing a synthetic aperture was proposed the first time by Kiyo Tomiyasu in '78 [1]: the system – that we may define “continental” by its coverage, exploited an inclination > 50° and a significant eccentricity to get the huge figure eight orbit shown in Fig. 1 on the left. Each target is observed once each day for an interval of tens of seconds to minutes, and the range swath depth can be thousands of km. Such continental coverage is achieved at the price of large antennas (7 - 30 m) and powers up to 30 kW, technologies that were defined ready for 2020 in [2].

On the other hand, the “regional” GEO-SAR concept we address here compensates the spread-losses thanks to the typical 4200 km range by integrating over aperture times from minutes to hours. That system, first introduced in '95[3], is quite different from the previous one as it exploits the tiny eccentricity and virtual zero inclination of COMSAT satellites, that leaves some 70 km synthetic aperture, as shown in Fig. 1. The result is that the system is continuously observing the same region on the earth, thus enabling monitoring of deformations and atmospheric turbulences [4], not achieved with the continental coverage system. Further, the major advantage of such system is to be fully compatible with a COMSAT in orbit, coverage, power and antenna requirements, and then suited to be hosted as a payload. Finally, it could even exploit digital signals, like TV broadcasts, as opportunity signals [5].

2. Technologies and applications

A SAR system is capable of all-weather observations, penetrates a vegetation canopy if a proper wavelength is chosen, like L-band, and can achieve millimetric accuracy in the estimation of subsidences [6].

However, the long integration time, minutes, would prevent the observation of moving targets like water, leaves, and maybe grass, that will be cancelled out just in the ~1 s range focusing. The system would observe all the targets coherent from minutes on, like Permanent Scatterers (PS), urban areas, rocks, deserts, soil and vegetation (branches and trunks), depending on the wavelength.

A GEO-SAR system could be applied to those phenomena currently exploited by the LEO SARs (e.g. Sentinel-1), such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
landslides and subsidence. However, it is the observing capabilities that are unique to GEO-SAR that are most valuable. These are:

- sub-daily imaging of phase and coherence
- continuous fast motion measurement (>cm/day)
- north-south motion sensitivity
- atmospheric phase delay maps
- column water vapour fields

Hence potentially hazardous geophysical phenomena that are preceded by accelerating motion such as landslides [7] and glaciers could be tracked and alerts flagged. Earthquake urban damage assessment [8] requires sub-daily imaging immediately post-event and decorrelation maps from GEO-SAR could supply that. Complex patterns of surface deformation during volcano deformation lasting many hours are aliased by LEO SARs [9,10] but should be accessible to GEO-SAR. Similarly, the rapid creep deformation that often follows hours to days after major earthquake ruptures is usually missed by InSAR. The availability of independent maps of phase delays due to variable atmospheric refraction that can be used to mitigate their effects on interferograms is a big prize [11].

Table 1 lists a few of the more obvious potential applications of GEO-SAR data. Not all may be fully realized, but others undoubtedly will take their place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>APPLICATIONS</th>
<th>REQUIREMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earthquakes</td>
<td>Immediate response</td>
<td>High. res. coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early post-seismic</td>
<td>Low res. hourly diff. phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improved 3D motion</td>
<td>N-S LOS, high res. diff. phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volcanic eruption</td>
<td>Intra-eruption deformation</td>
<td>Sub-daily diff. phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lava flow tracking</td>
<td>Sub-daily coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landslides</td>
<td>Regional triggers</td>
<td>High res. daily coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast motion alert</td>
<td>High res. sub-daily phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaciers</td>
<td>Fast motion alert</td>
<td>High res. sub-daily phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InSAR</td>
<td>Water vapour correction</td>
<td>Low res. – hourly phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology</td>
<td>Assimilation in atmo models</td>
<td>Low res. – hourly ZWD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Some GEO-SAR applications and technical requirements

One of the major products would be the generation of water vapour maps, enabled by the capability of GEO-SAR to sense Atmospheric Phase Screens, like the one in Fig. 2 on the right, achieved by a ground-based radar within just 18 minutes of observations in Ku band. Besides these applications, there might be other ones relying on short revisit, global coverage, not yet known.

In reference [4], a dual frequency, L+Ku, system was introduced. Such a system would combine the high resolution, high sensitivity to displacements and to backscatter from point targets (like the users TVSAT parabolas) of Ku, with the unique properties of L band like penetration, good coherence, robustness versus the atmospheric turbulence. The footprint achieved by such systems are shown in Fig. 3 in the case a single reflector of 4.7 m diameter is exploited, illuminated by Ku and L-band feeders. The beams could then be pointed in different areas of interest by moving the reflector. Notice that the L-band beam would be so large (3200 km) as to cover all Europe even if the reflector pointing in significantly changed.

Figure 3. Left: GEO-SAR beams: high resolution (orange), Ku band, and coarse resolution (blue), L band. Right incidence angles as from 28° COMSAT.

The incidence angles are represented in the same figure on the right, by assuming illumination from a COMSAT placed at 28° E. Incidence angles in Europe vary in the range between 40° (south Italy), to 70° for Norway, so that coverage at north would be much limited by shadowing. Performances in L and Ku band are summarized in Tab. 2 for a target located at the scene centre, by assuming an orbit eccentricity of 4×10⁻４. Notice that the final resolution, with four looks, is 100×100 m in L band and 10×10 m in Ku, but quick looks of 1 km × 100 m (L band) and 75 m × 10 m could be generated each 30’. The overall transmitted power would be 300W on the average, that is a small fraction of the future COMSAT capabilities.

3. Clutter and atmospheric decorrelation

The echo collected by a GEO-SAR upon transmission of each pulse, and then range focused, is the result of backscatter over a large area, spanning the whole antenna footprint in azimuth, shown in Fig. 3. After focusing, the energy backscattered by each target is located in the proper azimuth. However, SAR focusing is a coherent process that requires the precise knowledge of the sensor-target distance, to an accuracy comparable with the wavelength. Therefore, random changes in that distances, like due to the propagation delay in the atmosphere or the fast motion of the targets like water, grass, leaves, contribute with a phase error that may prevent focusing and, in the worst case, would
scatter energy along the whole iso-range line in the focused image.

### 3.1. Atmospheric Phase Screen

The propagation delay has been modelled in [4] as a Normal process, by an extension of Kolmogorov turbulence [14]:

\[
\Delta \phi_{aps}(t,x) = N(0, \sigma_{\psi}^2(t,x)) \tag{1}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\psi}^2(t,x) = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda^2} \left( \frac{t}{t_0} + \frac{H}{x_0} \right)^2
\]

\(t, x\) being range time and azimuth. The impact is severe at small wavelengths, \(\lambda\) in (1), where the phase noise, whose power is proportional to \(\lambda^{-2}\), is not compensated by the linear reduction of integration time with wavelength. The time and space constant that rules the noise, \(t_0\) and \(x_0\) in (1), depends much upon the propagation statistics, that are not so easy to measure. Currently, Ground based RADAR (GBR) [15], GNSS [17] and meteorological models (ECWMF) can do that, with the required accuracy and coverage in time and space – but with limited accuracy in time. However, measures in time domain are much easier to get, and there is a co nsistent literature addressing both the impact on APS on GEO-SAR [13], [16], and a focusing schemes to compensate for it [18]. The APS would probably introduce too much decorrelation in Ku band to make the data useful, whereas in L band it will be much mitigated [16]. Therefore, we would exploit the L-band to estimate the APS in order to compensate most of it in the Ku band beam. L band would also allow for retrieving the ionospheric phase contribution, that in turns is quite relevant to compensate GPS and LEO SAR’s in P, L band, as well as for scientific applications, like a possible search for earthquake precursors [19].

### 3.2. Clutter decorrelation

Targets that move in the antenna aperture cause clutter noise – a fact acknowledged by the very first reference for GEO-SAR [5], that significantly affects the total Signal-to-Noise-Ratio, and then impacts system design. If we approximate GEO-SAR motion as linear, with velocity \(v\), a fixed target on the scene contributes with a Doppler:

\[
f_D = \frac{2v}{\lambda} \sin \psi \approx \frac{2v}{\lambda} \psi, \tag{2}
\]

that is one-to-one related to the azimuth angle spanned from broadside, \(\psi\). The whole scene will then be observed by an angular interval:

\[\Delta \psi = \frac{\lambda}{L_a}, \tag{3}\]

\(L_a\) being the real antenna length. If we define \(\rho_a\) to be the wanted resolution, the maximum antenna length would be \(L_{\text{max}}=2\rho_a\), and then the minimal Doppler bandwidth compatible with the resolution is, from (2):

\[B_{D,\text{min}} = \frac{2v}{L_{\text{max}}} = \frac{2v}{2\rho_a} = \frac{v}{\rho_a} \tag{4}\]

GEO-SAR, similarly to airborne SAR, and differently from LEO-SAR, exploits antennas much smaller than \(L_{\text{max}}\), and then data should be pre-summed in the Doppler bandwidth (3) to attain the acceptable Signal-To-Noise ratio. By filtering raw data, any contribution from targets moving faster than

\[v_{\text{min}} = \frac{B_{D,\text{min}}^2}{2} \tag{5}\]

will vanish from the image and appear black. This does not mean that slower targets are correctly imaged. In fact, they should move say by less than a half a wavelength for an interval larger than the synthetic time, \(T_s\) (tens of minutes to hours, depending on the resolution), to get them properly focused:

\[T_s = \frac{\lambda^2}{4v}. \tag{6}\]

For a linear motion, the broadening of the focused impulse response would be inversely proportional to the synthetic aperture time. Therefore, the fast moving targets, yet with velocity lower than \(v_{\text{max}}\) in (5), are those spreading energy over wider areas, as shown in Fig. 4 for leaves, in the very short integration time of an airborne data, but Ka band.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>(B_{\text{max}})</th>
<th>(T_s)</th>
<th>(V_{\text{min}})</th>
<th>(V_{\text{max}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEO-SAR</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>16.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO-C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>9.87E-05</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO-R</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>38000</td>
<td>1.64E-06</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Critical targets velocities causing decorrelated clutter at L band, for 50 m resolution.

The range of “critical” velocities, \(v_{\text{min}}<v<v_{\text{max}}\), is shown in Tab. 3 for LEO-SAR, as well as the continental and regional geosynchronous SAR, by assuming a 50 m resolution and L band.
The proper evaluation of the clutter impact needs a knowledge of the energy distribution with respect to velocity, that is the corresponding Doppler. This information is provided by the Billingsley ICM model. The model, represented in Fig. 4 on the right, comprises three regions: a DC component, corresponding to the long term stable contribution, a wideband white term, that would be mostly cancelled in presumming, and a triangular (in log-scale) component due to slow decorrelation, say Brownian model, part of which will be responsible of clutter noise. Billingsley used the NWRT RADAR to measure power spectra from VHF to W band and different vegetation and wind condition. However, this in the range from sub-Hz to tens of Hz, whereas the range of interest for GEO-SAR, both regional and continental starts from frequencies even lower than 1/100 Hz as shown in Tab. 3 and Fig. 4.

In order to assess the performance of clutter in long term, and different conditions of wind, seasons, scenes, a campaign is on-going that exploits the real aperture GB Radar of GAMMA Remote Sensing A.G. Preliminary results, shown in Fig. 5, confirm the fitness of the model to ICM, for three targets at different range.

4. The multistatic constellation

Let us consider now a cluster of M geosynchronous satellites, like the one in Fig. 4, each located within a say 0.1° × 0.1°, 70 × 70 km, apparent square, distant R=42000 km from the target. Let us then consider a coordinate system that has its origin on the centre of the cluster, one axis z directed along the line of sight, and another axis x parallel to the isochron on the earth surface (the local parallel, in this case). Suppose that each satellite transmits at frequency f_0+Δf_n and all the n=1:N others receive. If the scene was stationary, after some time all of the target wavenumbers would be illuminated and the target spectrum would be completely recovered, typically, in a time interval say of 12/M^2 hours. For say M = 10, this time could be as small as 7 minutes, and therefore a new image could be obtained in this very short time interval. At any given time, we remember that the k_x axis is sampled M^2 times, and the positions of the samples on that axis are random and randomly changing.

We abandon now, for simplicity, the continuum space axis for a discrete one, sampled at a space intervals equal to the spatial resolution δ. Indicating with Λ the width of the area illuminated on the ground, the number of samples of the sampled x axis and therefore of the sampled k axis is

\[ N = \frac{\Lambda}{\delta} \]

The random sampling of the k_x axis entails a convolution, in space, of the autocorrelation of the data with the transform of the autocorrelation of the time varying random sampling lattice. However, the ever changing landscape creates two different disturbing effects: atmospheric phase screen and clutter. The APS would not be a problem in the case of the constellation, even if we exploit the Ka band, thanks to the very short revisit time. Concerning clutter, let us call r the probability of hitting a sample in the k_x domain; we have

\[ r = \frac{M^2}{N} \ll 1 \]

The random sampling of the k_x axis entails a convolution, in space, of the autocorrelation of the data with the transform of the autocorrelation of the time varying random sampling lattice. However, the ever changing landscape creates two different disturbing effects: atmospheric phase screen and clutter. The APS would not be a problem in the case of the constellation, even if we exploit the Ka band, thanks to the very short revisit time. Concerning clutter, let us call r the probability of hitting a sample in the k_x domain; we have

\[ r = \frac{M^2}{N} \ll 1 \]

The autocorrelation of a function that has M^2 unit spikes located at random among N positions is a spike of amplitude r in the origin plus a constant of amplitude r^2:

\[ E[x_k] = r, E[x_k x_k+h] = r^2; h,k = -N/2 : N/2 \]

The antitransform of this acf, that we call q(n); n=1:N, is thus a function of the spatial position along the
isochrone. It is again the sum of a spike in the origin plus a constant, and the ratio of the two is 1/M². Hence, the effect of random sampling of the k axis is equivalent to add to the data the reflectivity at that time of all the neighbouring points, weighted times 1/M². Now, the stationary part of the scene will be built up as said in the time 12×3600/M², but the changing clutter will remain as unancanceled noise on the image. True enough, this noise has zero mean, and it will disappear after a while, provided that the signal scene was meanwhile stationary.

A new independent set of values will be summed to the data as soon as the new sampling pattern becomes independent from the previous one, i.e. every τ seconds. The time τ can be evaluated as the time it takes to any sample in the k domain to move from one sampled k value to the neighbouring one, distant

$$\Delta k = \frac{2\Delta}{\Lambda}$$

and thus approximately τ=8*3600/N. As N could be easily as high as 10⁴, the order of magnitude for τ is thus a few seconds. So, the effects of the clutter will fast decrease with time, depending on the scene. Fast changing clutter will also be rejected, as its Doppler lays outside the visible Doppler range, so that only a reduced interval of clutter time constants will be of disturbance. This short section was intended to show that clusters of COMSAT’s could lead to continuous observation systems with short observation times, in a situation closer to a ”real antenna” rather than to a ”synthetic antenna”. It might be possible to combine the advantages of [1] and [5], with quite lower costs.
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Figure 4. Left: SES constellation of COMSATS at 19.2° E, right: examples of ground tracks of orbits.

6. Conclusions

A technically innovative and observationally unique system has been described. The system is capable of providing:

- complementarity to LEO DInSAR applications
- applications involving RADAR observations in short time, medium resolution, so far achievable only by ground based UAV SAR’s, but continuously and at sub-continental scale
- tropospheric and ionospheric screen maps, to be used for used for numerical weather forecast, for compensation of the atmospheric phase screen in other LEO-SAR and GPS, and for other scientific applications
- further applications involving such a continuous revisit yet to be discovered.

The system is suited to be hosted as a payload on a COMSAT, being compatible with the small eccentricity and requiring power less than 1 kW and antenna reflectors less than 5 m, then ensuring continuity of observations for the typical 15 years lifetime of COMSATS.

Finally, it could evolve in a constellation, where each payload could exploits all the IP and TV broadcasts in Ka-band as sources of opportunity achieving the full resolution, say of 3 m in azimuth, in a time interval the order of say a few minutes. Such a very short revisit time would definitely clear any issue like atmospheric phase screen or clutter decorrelation.
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